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1 Introduction

In recent decades, the Lüscher method [1] has become a standard tool for the extraction of
the scattering phase shifts from the finite-volume energy levels, measured in lattice QCD. The
method has been generalized to the case of moving frames, particles with spin and coupled
two-body channels (see here [2–13] for a representative list of references). In all cases, the
formalism is based on the fundamental assumptions, namely:

• The interactions between particles are short-range. The relation R/L≪ 1 holds, where
R is the characteristic range of interaction and L denotes the size of the cubic box
(the spatial extension of the lattice) in which the system is placed. The quantity R is
typically given by the inverse of the lightest mass in the theory, R ∼M−1.

• Owing to the condition R/L ≪ 1, the polarization corrections, proportional to
exp(−L/R), are strongly suppressed and can be neglected. This allows one to write
down an equation (referred to as the Lüscher equation or the two-body quantization
condition), which determines the finite-volume spectrum in terms of the observables
(S-matrix elements) only. The details of the short-range interactions do not matter.
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• Again, owing to the condition R/L ≪ 1, the partial-wave mixing is small, and it is
possible to truncate higher partial waves in the Lüscher equation.

Obviously, the condition R/L ≪ 1 is violated, when the scattering in the presence of
the electromagnetic interactions is considered (QCD+photons on the lattice). Moreover, at
physical quark masses the pions are rather light, which leads to problems in the study of
nucleon-nucleon interactions on the lattice. Namely, as explicitly demonstrated in the recent
paper [14], the partial-wave mixing at the physical point in the Lüscher equation for the
NN scattering is indeed substantial. A closely related problem is the appearance of the
so-called t-channel (left-hand) cut in the NN partial-wave scattering amplitudes, running
from negative infinity till s = (2mN )2 −M2

π along the real axis in the complex s-plane, see,
e.g., [15, 16] (Here, mN and Mπ denote the nucleon and the pion masses, respectively.). Since
Mπ ≪ mN in nature, the gap between the t-channel cut and the right-hand unitarity cut
is very small. On the other hand, as seen in the latest studies of the NN scattering on the
lattice, many energy levels are located on the t-channel cut (see, e.g., figure 3 in ref. [17]).
The standard Lüscher approach is obviously not applicable in this case. Note also that NN
scattering is not only the physically interesting process where these problems emerge. For
example, in the description of the Tcc(3875)+ state the same problem shows up in full glory.
Moreover, it can be seen that the structure of the singularities is completely different in the
two cases Mπ < MD∗ −MD and Mπ > MD∗ −MD, and hence reveals a critical dependence
on the values of quark masses used in the lattice calculations [18].

As a remedy to the above problems, the authors of ref. [14] have advocated solving the
quantization condition in the three-dimensional plane-wave basis, in order to determine the
parameters of the effective chiral Lagrangian directly from the fit to the lattice energy levels.1
A similar method has recently been applied to the analysis of lattice data aimed at the
extraction of the Tcc(3875)+ pole [18, 19].2 This proposal solves the problem in principle and
translates the output of lattice calculations into the parameters of the effective Hamiltonian.
The phase shifts and other infinite-volume observables are then obtained by solving integral
equations in the infinite volume. As a side remark, note that a (conceptually) similar solution
is adopted in all formulations of the three-body quantization condition [22–27], where no
other approach to the problem has been found so far. However, in the much simpler two-body
case, one is tempted to look further for the alternatives (similar to the Lüscher formula) which
directly express the finite-volume two-body spectrum in terms of the physical observables.

An alternative solution, which has been suggested recently [15, 16], is based on splitting
the hadron interactions into the long-range and short-range components that are then treated
separately. In this respect, the approach described in these papers is conceptually close to the
one pursued in the present work. While a detailed comparison of all existing approaches will
be given at the end of this work, we still mention here the most important difference between
refs. [15, 16] and our paper. Namely, in refs. [15, 16] an auxiliary on-shell K-matrix K̄os has

1Albeit all calculations in ref. [14] have been carried out in the framework of the chiral EFT, one could choose
here any EFT that allows a controllable expansion of the scattering amplitude in some small parameter(s) in
the energy region of interest.

2Note also that earlier the same method has been used in the continuum, namely, for the study of the
energy dependence of the NN scattering amplitude at non-physical quark masses as well [20, 21].
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been introduced, which has to be determined from the fit to the lattice data. Once this is
done, one should solve the integral equations, in order to arrive at the physical amplitudes.
So, it is essentially a two-step process. In our paper an analog of this auxiliary K-matrix is
introduced as well. However, its relation to the physical amplitude has an algebraic form and
there is no need to solve integral equations. From this point of view, our approach is closer
to the original Lüscher single-step formalism than the approach described in refs. [15, 16].

Note also that in ref. [28], in the context of the study of the Tcc(3875)+ meson, it was
proposed to solve the problem of the t-channel cut by writing down three-body equations,
even in case of a stable D∗ meson. Below, we shall consider this proposal in more detail. Here
we only note that, in latter case, it is very close to the solution proposed in refs. [14, 18, 19].

For completeness, we also note that, the two-body quantization condition (as well as the
two-body Lellouch-Lüscher formula) in the presence of the Coulomb force was considered in
refs. [29–31]. In the final expressions, the Coulomb potential has been treated perturbatively
in the fine structure constant. Such a treatment can be justified for sufficiently small values
of the box size L.

The aim of the present paper is to address the problem of the long-range force in the
Lüscher equation in a general fashion and to derive a modified Lüscher equation, which has
a much larger domain of applicability than the original one. To simplify life as much as
possible, in this paper we do not consider the theories with massless particles — the inclusion
of QED is relegated to future publications. Furthermore, we ignore purely technical issues
like the inclusion of spin, relativistic kinematics or moving frames. The key observation
that allows one to achieve the stated objective is that the long-range part of the potential,
which gives rise to all above problems, is usually well known and can be expressed in terms
of few parameters that can be accurately measured on the lattice. The short-range part
of potential is unknown and should be fitted to the lattice data on the two-body energy
levels by using the modified Lüscher equation.

We shall see below that the method to achieve the above goal is to reformulate the so-called
modified effective-range expansion (MERE) [32] in a finite volume. To this end, in section 2
we invest a certain effort to relate MERE to the non-relativistic effective theory (NREFT)
framework along the lines described in ref. [33] and discuss, in particular, the inclusion of
the non-derivative couplings which were omitted in ref. [33]. The latter framework can be
directly recast in a finite volume, as done in section 3, and leads to a modified quantization
condition with the long-range part split off. Section 4 is dedicated to the comparison of our
approach to alternative ones known in the literature. The numerical implementation of the
proposed framework constitutes a separate piece of work and will not be considered here.

2 Modified effective-range expansion in the effective field theory
framework

2.1 Modified effective range expansion

In ref. [32], van Haeringen and Kok consider a non-relativistic scattering problem for a sum
of two local, rotationally invariant potentials:

V (r) = VL(r) + VS(r) . (2.1)
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Here, VL(r) and VS(r) denote the long-range and short-range parts of the potential, respec-
tively. Due to the long-range nature of the full potential, the effective-range expansion in
the partial-wave with the angular momentum ℓ,

q2ℓ+1 cot δℓ(q) = − 1
aℓ

+ 1
2 rℓq

2 + · · · , (2.2)

has a very small radius of convergence. This happens, e.g., if the effective range rℓ and the
subsequent coefficients (shape parameters) are unnaturally large. However, for a general
long-range potential it is also possible that the radius of convergence is zero, as in the case
of a Coulomb potential.

Further, the authors define the function

KM
ℓ (q2) = Mℓ(q) + q2ℓ+1

|fℓ(q)|2
(cot(δℓ(q) − σℓ(q)) − i) . (2.3)

Here, δℓ(q), σℓ(q) denote, respectively, the full phase shift and the phase shift in the problem
with the long-range potential VL(r) only (i.e., setting VS(r) = 0). Furthermore,

Mℓ(q) = 1
ℓ!

(
− iq2

)ℓ

lim
r→0

d2ℓ+1

dr2ℓ+1 r
ℓ fℓ(q, r)
fℓ(q)

, (2.4)

where fℓ(q, r) is the Jost solution in the case VS(r) = 0, and

fℓ(q) = qℓe−iℓπ/2(2ℓ+ 1)
(2ℓ+ 1)!! lim

r→0
rℓfℓ(q, r) . (2.5)

The main result of ref. [32] consists in demonstrating the fact that the quantity KM
ℓ (q2),

defined by eq. (2.3), is a polynomial in the variable q2, with a radius of convergence much
larger than the original version of the effective-range expansion, displayed in eq. (2.2).

The derivation given in ref. [32], however, has a caveat that has been briefly mentioned
already in the same paper and was discussed in more detail in ref. [34]. Namely, the quantity
Mℓ(q) is well-defined, if and only if the potential VL(r) is regular enough at the origin, so
that r−2ℓVL(r) stays analytic at r = 0. The class of such potentials is termed “superregular”
in ref. [34]. The usual Coulomb or Yukawa potentials do not belong to this class, even
for S-wave scattering.

If one is dealing with potentials which are not superregular, one has to use certain
convention on top of eq. (2.4) in order to define the quantity Mℓ(q). This is nothing but
a renormalization prescription that has to be imposed on the ultraviolet-divergent loop
containing an arbitrary number of instantaneous “exchanges” corresponding to the potential
VL(r). A non-trivial problem consists in a mathematically consistent formulation of the
renormalization prescription, using the same language as used in the derivation of eqs. (2.3)
and (2.4). There exists a well-known exact solution of the problem for any ℓ in case of the
Coulomb interaction that is given in the textbooks, see, e.g., [35]. The solution for a general
potential which is less singular than r−3/2 is discussed in ref. [34] albeit only in the case
ℓ = 0 and, roughly speaking, boils down to a subtraction of the q-independent (divergent)
constant from Mℓ(q). We are not, however, aware of the discussion of the case ℓ ̸= 0 in the
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literature. The term that is divergent at r → 0 can be identified in this case as well. However,
its coefficient is q-dependent, in general, and the challenge consists in showing that this
coefficient is a low-energy polynomial in q2 in the wide region determined by the heavy scale.
For this reason, in the present paper we adopt a different strategy. Namely, we truncate the
partial-wave expansion ℓ ≤ ℓmax from the beginning and regularize the potential VL(r) in
order to render it superregular. For example, a kind of the Pauli-Villars regularization will
perfectly do the job in case of the Yukawa potential we shall be primarily dealing with:

VL(r) = ge−Mπr

r
→ ge−Mπr

r
−

2ℓmax+1∑
i=1

ci
ge−Mir

r
. (2.6)

Here, Mi = niM , where M denotes a typical heavy scale of the theory (determined, for
instance, by the inverse range in VS(r)), whereas ni are numbers of order unity. The
requirement that the first 2ℓmax + 1 terms in the Laurent expansion vanish leads to the
following linear system of equations:

1 =
2ℓmax+1∑

i=1
ci ,

Mπ

M
=

2ℓmax+1∑
i=1

cini ,

· · · ,

(
Mπ

M

)2ℓmax

=
2ℓmax+1∑

i=1
cin

2ℓmax
i . (2.7)

It is straightforwardly seen that the regularized potential is indeed superregular for all
ℓ ≤ ℓmax. Note, however, that the 2ℓmax + 1 equations in eq. (2.7) do not determine the
ni and ci uniquely. The constants ni have to be picked such that the masses Mi = niM

are of order M and different from each other. This ensures that eq. (2.7) has a solution
and no unnaturally large coefficients ci emerge.

Finally, in the splitting V (r) = VL(r) + VS(r), one could modify both VL(r) and VS(r),
adding and subtracting the same string of the short-range Yukawa terms. This will render
VL(r) superregular and will not change the interpretation of VS(r) as a short-range potential.
Hence, the above regularization serves solely the purpose of recasting the potential into the
form that obeys the requirements of ref. [32].

2.2 NREFT framework

In the literature, there have been several attempts to reformulate the modified effective-range
expansion in the effective field theory language [29, 33, 36, 37]. We shall mainly follow the
path outlined in these papers and derive an analog of eq. (2.3) in the effective field theory
setting. In order to do this, we recall that, in the non-relativistic effective field theory, the
scattering amplitude is merely a solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation with the
potential determined by a matrix element of the interaction Lagrangian between the free
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T = V + V T

Figure 1. Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the full T matrix (circle marked T ) in momentum space.
The circle marked V indicates the full potential while the pair of internal solid lines represent the free
two-particle Green function G0. Closed loops imply a momentum integration.

two-particle states. We still assume that the potential is a sum of long-range and short-range
parts, but do not assume anymore that the potential is local. The short-range potential
in momentum space is a familiar low-energy polynomial. Its partial-wave expansion can
be written in the following form

⟨p|VS |q⟩ = 4π
∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p̂)V ℓ
S(p, q)Y ∗

ℓm(q̂) . (2.8)

Here,

V ℓ
S = (pq)ℓ

∞∑
a=0

a∑
b=0

Cab
ℓ (p2)b(q2)a−b , Cab

ℓ = Cba
ℓ . (2.9)

Furthermore, p = |p|, p̂ denotes a unit vector in direction of p, and Yℓm(p̂) are the spherical
harmonics. Writing down explicitly the first few terms in the potential, one gets

⟨p|VS |q⟩ = C00
0 + 3C00

1 pq + C10
0 (p2 + q2) + · · · , (2.10)

which in the position space corresponds to a sum of a δ-like potential and the derivatives
thereof. The long-range potential might be taken to be the regularized Yukawa potential,
corresponding to an exchange of a light particle, see above. In any case, it is assumed to be
local. Furthermore, ultraviolet divergences will be present in the LS equation, in general. We
assume that these divergences are regularized and renormalized in a standard fashion (say,
the power-divergence subtraction (PDS) scheme, bearing the case of NN scattering in mind).
Since the presence of a long-range force non-trivially affects only the infrared behavior of the
theory, it is expected that the issue of renormalization is inessential in the present context.
To simplify things, one could also merely assume that the momentum cutoff is performed at
a very large value Λ, and the Λ-dependent effective couplings are adjusted order by order
to reproduce the behavior of the S-matrix elements at low momenta.

The fully off-shell LS equation for the T matrix is illustrated in figure 1. The corresponding
integral equation in momentum space is given by

T (p,q; q2
0 + iε) = V (p,q) +

∫
d3k

(2π)3
V (p,k)T (k,q; q2

0 + iε)
k2 − q2

0 − iε
, (2.11)

where the explicit expression for the two-particle Green function

⟨p|G0(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩ = (2π)3δ3(p − q)

p2 − q2
0 − iε

, (2.12)

was used and the regularization of the momentum integration with the cutoff Λ is left implicit.
The partial-wave amplitudes are defined as follows:

T (p,q; q2
0 + iε) = 4π

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p̂)Tℓ(p, q; q2
0 + iε)Y ∗

ℓm(q̂) . (2.13)

– 6 –
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TL = VL + VL TL

GL = + TL

Figure 2. Definition of the scattering amplitude TL (first line) and Green function GL (second line)
for the long-range interaction only. Further notation as in figure 1.

TS = VS + VS GL TS

Figure 3. Diagrams for the short-range T matrix TL. Note that the loop integration now involves
GL instead of G0. Further notation as in figure 1.

The phase shift is related to the on-shell partial-wave amplitudes via:

Tℓ(q0, q0; q2
0 + iε) .= Tℓ(q0) = 4π

q0 cot δℓ(q0) − iq0
. (2.14)

Next, we split the full potential into the long- and short range parts, V = VL + VS , and
define the scattering amplitude TL and the Green function GL for the long-range potential
only. This construction is shown diagrammatically in figure 2. The first line gives the
LS equation for TL, while the second line gives the expression for GL in terms of G0 and
TL. Both quantities are needed for the NREFT formulation of the modified effective range
expansion. The explicit expressions read

TL(q2
0 + iε) = VL + VLG0(q2

0 + iε)TL(q2
0 + iε) ,

GL(q2
0 + iε) = G0(q2

0 + iε) +G0(q2
0 + iε)TL(q2

0 + iε)G0(q2
0 + iε) . (2.15)

Moreover, we define the short-range T matrix TS ,

TS(q2
0 + iε) = VS + VSGL(q2

0 + iε)TS(q2
0 + iε) , (2.16)

which is shown diagrammatically in figure 3. Note that the loop integration now involves GL

instead of G0. Using these definitions, the full T matrix can be expressed as

T (q2
0 + iε) = TL(q2

0 + iε)
+(1+TL(q2

0 + iε)G0(q2
0 + iε))TS(q2

0 + iε)(G0(q2
0 + iε)TL(q2

0 + iε)+1) , (2.17)

which is illustrated in figure 4. This amounts to adding TL and TS dressed by TL in all
possible ways.

The above expressions are of course familiar from the theory of scattering on two
potentials. Note that we have used operator notation in eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) to keep
the notation clear. The integrations over intermediate states will only be shown explicitly
in the following when required for clarity.
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T = TL + TS

+ TS TL + TL TS

+ TL TS TL

Figure 4. Diagrams for the full T matrix expressed through TL and TS . Further notation as in
figure 1.

In order to simplify life further, we assume that the long-range potential is repulsive
and does not create bound states. Then, the spectral representation of the long-range Green
function takes the form:

⟨p|GL(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩ =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
⟨p|ψ(±)

k ⟩⟨ψ(±)
k |q⟩

k2 − q2
0 − iε

, (2.18)

where ψ(±)
k denote the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian HL = H0 +VL, corresponding to the

eigenvalue k2, and (±) specifies outgoing/ingoing boundary conditions on the wave function.
These wave functions can be constructed with the use of the Møller operators:

|ψ(±)
k ⟩ = (1 +G0(k2 ± iε)TL(k2 ± iε))|k⟩ .= Ω(k2 ± iε)|k⟩ ,

⟨ψ(±)
k | = ⟨k|(1 + TL(k2 ∓ iε)G0(k2 ∓ iε)) .= ⟨k|Ω†(k2 ± iε) . (2.19)

Now, let us consider the Born series for the quantity

⟨p|Ω†(q2
0 − iε)TS(q2

0 + iε)Ω(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩

=
∫

k1,k2
⟨p|Ω†(q2

0 − iε)|k1⟩⟨k1|VS |k2⟩⟨k2|Ω(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩

+
∫

k1,k2,k3,k4,l
⟨p|Ω†(q2

0 − iε)|k1⟩⟨k1|VS |k2⟩⟨k2|ψ(+)
l ⟩ 1

l2 − q2
0 − iε

⟨ψ(+)
l |k3⟩

× ⟨k3|VS |k4⟩⟨k4|Ω(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩ + · · · , (2.20)

where we have used the abbreviation ∫
k1

≡ d3k1
(2π)3 . (2.21)

On the energy shell p2 = q2 = q2
0, the above expression simplifies to

⟨p|Ω†(q2
0 − iε)TS(q2

0 + iε)Ω(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩

=
∫

k1,k2
⟨ψ(−)

p |k1⟩⟨k1|VS |k2⟩⟨k2|ψ(+)
q ⟩

+
∫

k1,k2,k3,k4,l
⟨ψ(−)

p |k1⟩⟨k1|VS |k2⟩⟨k2|ψ(+)
l ⟩ 1

l2 − q2
0 − iε

⟨ψ(+)
l |k3⟩

× ⟨k3|VS |k4⟩⟨k4|ψ(+)
q ⟩ + · · · . (2.22)
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The partial-wave expansion of the asymptotic wave functions is defined as follows:

⟨p|ψ(±)
k ⟩ =

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p̂)ψ(±)
ℓ (k, p)Y ∗

ℓm(k̂) . (2.23)

Furthermore, (
ψ

(−)
ℓ (k, p)

)∗
= e2iσℓ(k)

(
ψ

(+)
ℓ (k, p)

)∗
, (2.24)

where σℓ(k) denotes the scattering phase shift in case of the long-range potential only. Now,
the partial-wave expansion of the quantity defined in eq. (2.22) is given by

⟨p|Ω†(q2
0 − iε)TS(q2

0 + iε)Ω(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩ = 4π

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p̂)e2iσℓ(q0)Bℓ(q0)Y ∗
ℓm(q̂) , (2.25)

where

B(p,q; q2
0 + iε) = ṼS(p,q) +

∫
d3k

(2π)3
ṼS(p,k)B(k,q; q2

0 + iε)
k2 − q2

0 − iε
, (2.26)

ṼS(p,q) = ⟨ψ(+)
p |VS |ψ(+)

q ⟩ , (2.27)

and Bℓ(q0) is equal to the partial-wave amplitude Bℓ(p, q; q2
0) on the energy shell p2 = q2 = q2

0 .
In analogy to eq. (2.14), one may write

Bℓ(q0) = 4π
q0 cot δ̃ℓ(q0) − iq0

. (2.28)

Using eqs. (2.17) and (2.25), one finally gets:

δ̃ℓ(q0) = δℓ(q0) − σℓ(q0) . (2.29)

2.3 Non-derivative interactions

Let us first restrict ourselves to ℓ = 0 and assume that only the coupling C00
0 is different

from zero. Then, the potential ṼS is separable:

ṼS(p,q) =
(
ψ̃

(+)
p (0)

)∗
C00

0 ψ̃
(+)
q (0) . (2.30)

Here, ψ̃(+)
q (r) stands for the wave function in the coordinate space. Then, on the energy

shell |q| = q0, the S-wave amplitude takes the form

B0(q0) = |ψ̃(+)
q (0)|2

(C00
0 )−1 − ⟨G0

L(q0)⟩ , (2.31)

where

⟨G0
L(q0)⟩ =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
|ψ̃(+)

k (0)|2
k2 − q2

0 − iε
. (2.32)

Let us now assume that the conditions of ref. [32] are fulfilled and, namely, the long-range
potential VL is local. It is convenient to define the partial-wave expansion of the Green
function in the momentum/coordinate spaces as follows:

⟨p|GL(q2
0 + iε)|q⟩ = 4π

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p)Gℓ
L(p, q; q2

0 + iε)Y ∗
ℓm(q) ,

⟨r|GL(q2
0 + iε)|w⟩ = 4π

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(r)G̃ℓ
L(r, w; q2

0 + iε)Y ∗
ℓm(w) , (2.33)
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with Yℓm(z) = zℓYℓm(ẑ). Then,

⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = lim

r,w→0
G̃ℓ

L(r, w; q2
0 + iε) . (2.34)

Using the result of appendix A, we can write

⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = 1

4π ((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2 Mℓ(q0) + real polynomial in q2
0 , (2.35)

where Mℓ(q0) is given by eq. (2.4). The real polynomial can be safely dropped as it corresponds
to the choice of the renormalization prescription.

Next, we express the wave function at the origin, which appears in eq. (2.31), through
the scattering wave function ϕ0(k, r) .= ϕ0(k, k, r) defined in eq. (A.3). Using

|ψ̃k(0)| = lim
r→0

∣∣∣∣ϕ0(k, r)
kr

∣∣∣∣ = 1
|f0(k)| (2.36)

along with eqs. (2.28) and (2.31), we obtain

4π
C00

0
= M0 + q0

|f0(q0)|2 (cot δ̃0(q0) − i) (2.37)

for the S-wave phase shift. The essence of the modified effective-range expansion is now crystal
clear: it has a larger radius of convergence which is governed by the short-range potential only.

2.4 Derivative interactions

Consider now the situation when the matrix element of the potential VS is a generic low-energy
polynomial defined in eq. (2.10). This is no more true for the potential ṼS(p,q), defined
in eq. (2.27). Here, we wish to address the structure of the latter in more detail. The
partial-wave expansion of the VS is given in eq. (2.8). Convoluting this equation with the
wave functions, integrals of the following type emerge

Aa
ℓ =

∫
d3p

(2π)3 Y ∗
ℓm(p)(p2)a⟨p|ψ(+)

k ⟩ . (2.38)

One can now use the identity

(p2)a = (p2 − k2 + k2)a = (p2 − k2)a + a(p2 − k2)a−1k2 + · · · , (2.39)

and rewrite eq. (2.38) as

Aa
ℓ = lim

r→0
Y ∗

ℓm(i∇)
a∑

b=0

(−1)a−ba!
b!(a− b)! (k2)b(k2 + △)a−bψ̃

(+)
k (r) . (2.40)

Here, as in ref. [32], it is assumed that the long-range potential VL(r) is local and spherically
symmetric. Furthermore, consider the case ℓ = 0 first. Using the Schrödinger equation,
one then gets

(k2 + △)ψ(+)
k (r) = const · VL(r)ψ(+)

k (r) → const · VL(0)ψ(+)
k (0) , as r → 0 . (2.41)

In the case of a regularized Yukawa coupling, the quantity VL(0) is finite.
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Acting now with the operator (k2 + △) on both sides of this equation once more, one
gets a term, containing V 2

L , as well as terms with the space derivatives acting on VL(r).
Continuing this operation, we get a string of terms, containing ∇i1 . . .∇ik

VL(r). Furthermore,
owing to the rotational symmetry,

lim
r→0

∇i1 . . .∇ik
VL(r) =

{
(δi1i2 · · · δik−1ik

+ perm)Vk , even k ,

0 odd k .
(2.42)

One could stick to the dimensional regularization here, in which all Vk are finite. Furthermore,
in the dimensional regularization, Vk ∼ µk, where µ denotes the small mass scale of the
long-distance potential (the pion mass Mπ, in case of Yukawa interactions). We remind the
reader that we are dealing here with the long-distance (infrared) problems, for which the
details of the ultraviolet renormalization should not matter.

The Kronecker δ-symbols, which are present in eq. (2.42), can be further contracted with
∇i1 · · · acting on the wave function, turning them into the Laplacians △ that can be again
eliminated with the use of the Schrödinger equation. At the end of the day, for ℓ = 0,

Aa
0 =

a∑
b=0

(k2)bha−b
0 ψ̃

(+)
k (0) , (2.43)

where the coefficients ha−b
0 are expressed through VL(0) and the derivatives of the potential

at the origin. It is important to mention that the mass scale in the derivatives is set by the
long-range potential and, therefore, the expansion in the derivatives is converging fast.

Next, consider the case ℓ ̸= 0 and restore the factor Y ∗
ℓm(i∇) in the expression for Aa

ℓ .
This factor contains exactly ℓ derivatives which should be commuted through all potentials
to the right. Performing the limit r → 0, it is straightforward to ensure that

Aa
ℓ =

a∑
b=0

(k2)bha−b
ℓ lim

r→0
Y ∗

ℓm(i∇)ψ̃(+)
k (r)

.= 4π
a∑

b=0
cℓ(k2)a−bhb

ℓ lim
r→0

iℓ
ϕℓ(k, r)
krℓ+1 Y ∗

ℓm(k̂) , (2.44)

where
cℓδmm′ = lim

r→0
Y ∗

ℓm(i∇)Yℓm′(r) = iℓℓ!(2ℓ+ 1)
4π δmm′ . (2.45)

Furthermore, using

lim
r→0

ϕℓ(k, r)
krℓ+1 = kℓ

fℓ(k)(2ℓ+ 1)!! , (2.46)

one obtains

Ṽ ℓ
S(p, q) = 1

[(2ℓ+ 1)!!]2f∗ℓ (p)fℓ(q)
(pq)ℓV̄ ℓ

S(p, q) ,

V̄ ℓ
S(p, q) =

∞∑
a=0

a∑
b=0

C̃ab
ℓ (p2)b(q2)a−b . (2.47)
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In the above expression, the couplings C̃ab
ℓ are expressed through Cab

ℓ in form of the series in
the small scale µ. In other words, no unnaturally large couplings emerge. This property is
crucial for arguing that the sum, given in the above equation, still represents a low-energy
polynomial. To summarize, Ṽ ℓ

S(p, q) unlike V ℓ
S(p, q), is not a low-energy polynomial. The

difference is however minimal and boils down to the Jost functions that enter the expression
as a multiplicative factor.

At the next step, we carry out the partial-wave expansion in eq. (2.26) and use the
following ansatz for the partial-wave amplitude:

Bℓ(p, q; q2
0 + iε) = 1

[(2ℓ+ 1)!!]2f∗ℓ (p)fℓ(q)
(pq)ℓB̄ℓ(p, q; q2

0 + iε) . (2.48)

This gives

B̄ℓ(p, q; q2
0 + iε) = V̄ ℓ

S(p, q) +
∫
k2dk

2π2
k2ℓ

[(2ℓ+ 1)!!]2|fℓ(k)|2
V̄ ℓ

S(p, k)B̄ℓ(k, q; q2
0 + iε)

k2 − q2
0 − iε

. (2.49)

Let us now define a new amplitude that obeys an integral equation with a regular kernel:

Rℓ(p, q;q2
0) = V̄ ℓ

S(p, q)

+
∫
k2dk

2π2
k2ℓ

[(2ℓ+1)!!]2|fℓ(k)|2
V̄ ℓ

S(p,k)Rℓ(k, q;q2
0)− V̄ ℓ

S(p, q0)Rℓ(q0, q;q2
0)

k2−q2
0

.

(2.50)

These two amplitudes on the energy shell are related by

B̄ℓ(q0, q0; q2
0 + iε) = Rℓ(q0, q0; q2

0) + B̄ℓ(q0, q0; q2
0 + iε)Rℓ(q0, q0; q2

0)

×
∫
k2dk

2π2
k2ℓ

[(2ℓ+ 1)!!]2|fℓ(k)|2
1

k2 − q2
0 − iε

. (2.51)

Note that Rℓ(p, q; q2
0), like V̄ ℓ

S(p, q), is a low-energy polynomial. Identifying KM
ℓ (q2

0) =[
Rℓ(q0, q0; q2

0)
]−1, we obtain:

Bℓ(q0) = q2ℓ
0

|fℓ(q0)|2[(2ℓ+ 1)!!]2
{
KM

ℓ (q0, q0) − ⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩

}−1
. (2.52)

Finally, using eqs. (2.28) and (2.35), one arrives at the modified effective-range expansion
as given in eq. (2.3), with KM

ℓ (q2
0) being a low-energy polynomial.

To summarize, using effective field theory methods, we have rederived the modified
effective range expansion formula of ref. [32], where the effects of the long-range interactions
are separated and included in the functions fℓ(q) and Mℓ(q) that do not depend on the
short-range potential VS . This neat separation is, however, based on the assumption that the
long-range potential VL(r) is local. The most important cases of the long-range force: the
one-pion exchange as well as Coulomb interactions are exactly of this type. It can be further
expected that, with some effort, the method could be generalized to the case of a finite sum
V1(r) + (△V2(r) + V2(r)△) + ∇V3(r)∇ + . . ., albeit the final formula probably takes a more
complicated form (Here, the couplings in front of V1(r), V2(r), V3(r), . . . are assumed to be of
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natural size.). In this paper, we are not pursuing this idea further. On the other hand, a
generic non-local long-range potential (say, a separable potential with a very smooth cutoff)
is most likely not amenable to this kind of treatment at all. In other words, in general, there
are two mass scales present in the potential VL — the one associated with the momentum
transfer and the one associated with the relative momentum in the CM frame, respectively.
A long-range potential, in which the former scale is small whereas the latter scale is of a
natural size, can be treated with the method in a similar way as described above.

3 Modified Lüscher equation

3.1 Derivation of the quantization condition

In a finite box, the Green function GL(q2
0), which enters in the equation for TS(q2

0), can be
expanded in a sum over all eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian HL in a finite volume:

⟨p|GL(q2
0)|q⟩ =

∑
n

⟨p|ψn⟩⟨ψn|q⟩
q2

n − q2
0

. (3.1)

Furthermore, the finite-volume spectrum of the system is determined by the pole positions of
the full T -matrix that can be written down in a form of a finite-volume analog of eq. (2.17).
Using the fact that the poles of TL will eventually cancel [38] (see also appendix B), it
is straightforward to conclude that the spectrum will be determined by the poles of TS .
Moreover, it is easily seen that no spurious poles emerge, since the poles that emerge in
GL are shifted by the short-range interaction. Using now the basis of eigenfunctions of the
Hamiltonian HL and defining the quantity

Bnm(q2
0) = ⟨ψn|TS(q2

0)|ψm⟩ , (3.2)

we get

Bnm = Ṽ nm
S +

∑
k

Ṽ nk
S

1
q2

k − q2
0
Bkm , Ṽ nm

S = ⟨ψn|VS |ψm⟩ . (3.3)

(The dependence of Bnm on q2
0 is suppressed hereafter). Furthermore, using the partial-wave

expansion
vn

ℓm = 1
L3

∑
p

Y ∗
ℓm(p)⟨p|ψn⟩ , (3.4)

we get

⟨ψn|VS |ψm⟩ = 4π
∑

ℓm,ℓ′m′

(vn
ℓm)∗ V̄ ℓ

S(qn, qm)δℓℓ′δmm′vm
ℓ′m′ . (3.5)

The next steps in the derivation repeat those in the infinite volume. We use the following
ansatz for the matrix B

Bnm = 4π
∑
ℓm

(vn
ℓm)∗ B̄ℓm,ℓ′m′(qn, qm; q2

0)vm
ℓ′m′ , (3.6)
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and get

B̄ℓm,ℓ′m′(qn, qm; q2
0) = V̄ ℓ

S(qn, qm)δℓℓ′δmm′

+
∑

k

∑
ℓ′′m′′

V̄ ℓ
S(qn, qk)

4πvk
ℓm

(
vk

ℓ′′m′′

)∗
q2

k − q2
0

B̄ℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′(qk, qm; q2
0) . (3.7)

Define again

Rℓm,ℓ′m′(qn, qm; q2
0) = V̄ ℓ

S(qn, qm)δℓℓ′δmm′ +
∑

k

∑
ℓ′′m′′

4πvk
ℓm

(
vk

ℓ′′m′′

)∗
q2

k − q2
0

×
(
V̄ ℓ

S(qn, qk)Rℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′(qk, qm; q2
0) − V̄ ℓ

S(qn, q0)Rℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′(q0, qm; q2
0)
)
. (3.8)

The infinite-volume limit in this (subtracted) equation can be performed, and the quantity
Rℓm,ℓ′m′(p, q; q2

0) tends to δℓℓ′δmm′Rℓ(p, q; q2
0) in this limit. On the mass shell, with q2

n =
q2

m = q2
0 we, therefore, obtain

B̄ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0, q0; q2
0) = δℓℓ′δmm′Rℓ(q0, q0; q2

0)

+
∑

ℓ′′m′′

Rℓ(q0, q0; q2
0)Hℓm,ℓ′′m′′(q0)B̄ℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′(q0, q0; q2

0) , (3.9)

where

Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = 4π
∑

k

vk
ℓm

(
vk

ℓ′m′

)∗
q2

k − q2
0

= 4π
L6

∑
p,q

Y ∗
ℓm(p)⟨p|GL(q2

0)|q⟩Yℓ′m′(q) . (3.10)

The modified quantization condition, derived from eq. (3.9) takes the form det A = 0. Using
again, as in eq. (2.52), the definition KM

ℓ (q2
0) =

[
Rℓ(q0, q0; q2

0)
]−1, we arrive at the following

expression for the matrix Aℓm,ℓ′m′ :

Aℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = δℓℓ′δmm′KM
ℓ (q2

0) −Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) . (3.11)

3.2 Calculation of the function Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0)

Owing to our choice of the superregular long-range potential, the quantity Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) is free
of the ultraviolet divergences for ℓ, ℓ′ ≤ ℓmax. However, one still needs a finite renormalization,
in order to ensure that the definition of the function Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) in a finite volume is
consistent with its infinite-volume counterpart. Below, we shall consider the cases q2

0 < 0
and q2

0 > 0 separately.

3.2.1 Negative energies, q2
0 < 0

In the case q2
0 < 0, a consistent definition of the loop function is given by

Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = (Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) −H∞
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0)) + 1

4π δℓℓ′δmm′Mℓ(q0) . (3.12)
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It should be mentioned here that the functions fℓ(p, r) and hence Mℓ(p) are analytic in the
upper half of the complex p-plane.3 Consequently, Mℓ(q0) is well-defined for negative values
of q2

0, taking into account the presence of the infinitesimal positive imaginary part in q2
0.

Furthermore, using eqs. (2.15), (3.10) and applying the Poisson formula, one gets:

Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) −H∞
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = H

(1)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) +H

(2)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) +H

(3)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) , (3.13)

where

H
(1)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = 4π

∑
n

∫
d3p

(2π)3
Y ∗

ℓm(p)
(
eipnL − 1

)
Yℓ′m′(p)

p2 − q2
0

,

H
(2)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = 4π

∑
n,s

∫
d3p

(2π)3
d3q

(2π)3
(
einpL−isqL − 1

)Y ∗
ℓm(p)

p2 − q2
0
⟨p|TL(q2

0)|q⟩Yℓ′m′(q)
q2 − q2

0
,

H
(3)
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = 4π

∫
d3p

(2π)3
d3q

(2π)3
Y ∗

ℓm(p)
p2 − q2

0

(
⟨p|TL(q2

0)|q⟩ − ⟨p|T∞
L (q2

0)|q⟩
)

Yℓ′m′(q)
q2 − q2

0
.

(3.14)

The first term here is the standard Lüscher zeta-function. In order to calculate the remaining
two terms, let us consider the LS equation for TL(q2

0) (a finite-volume counterpart of eq. (2.15)).
Carrying out the partial-wave expansion

⟨p|VL|q⟩ = 4π
∑
ℓm

Yℓm(p̂)V ℓ
L(p, q)Y ∗

ℓm(q̂) ,

⟨p|TL(q2
0)|q⟩ = 4π

∑
ℓm,ℓ′m′

Yℓm(p̂)T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0)Y ∗

ℓ′m′(q̂) , (3.15)

one gets

T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0) = δℓℓ′δmm′

V ℓ
L(p, q)

+ 4π
∑
ℓ′′m′

∫ ∞

0

k2dk

(2π)3 V
ℓ

L(p, k)fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(k) + fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(−k)
k2 − q2

0
T ℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0) , (3.16)

where
fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(k) + fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(−k) =

∫
dΩY ∗

ℓm(k̂)
∑

n
e−iknLYℓ′′m′′(k̂) . (3.17)

The quantity fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(k) is analytic in the upper half-plane of the variable k and vanishes
exponentially, when Im k → +∞. Note that ℓ+ ℓ′ is always even for identical particles.

For the following discussion, it is convenient to define V ℓ
L(p, q) for negative arguments,

V ℓ
L(p, q) = (−1)ℓV ℓ

L(−p, q) = (−1)ℓV ℓ
L(p,−q) = V ℓ

L(−p,−q) , (3.18)

and, hence, from eq. (3.16) one concludes that

T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0) = (−1)ℓT ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (−p, q; q2
0) = (−1)ℓ′T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (p,−q; q2
0)

= T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (−p,−q; q2
0) . (3.19)

3Considering the Born series of the Green function GL(q2
0), it is easy to get convinced that Mℓ(q0) is real

everywhere below threshold.
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This means that the integration over the variable k can be extended over the whole real
axis, from −∞ to +∞:

T ℓm,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0) = δℓℓ′δmm′

V ℓ
L(p, q)

+ 4π
∑
ℓ′′m′

∫ ∞

−∞

k2dk

(2π)3 V
ℓ

L(p, k)fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(k)
k2 − q2

0
T ℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′

L (p, q; q2
0) . (3.20)

Using now the fact that fℓm,ℓ′′m′′(k) is analytic in the upper half-plane, one may shift the
variables p, q, k → p, q, k + iσ. The value of σ is restricted by the singularities appearing
in the free Green function as well as in the potential V ℓ

L(p, q). Namely, σ must fulfill the
condition σ < |q0|, for the free Green function to stay regular. The restriction coming from
the potential does not depend on q0. For instance, in case of Yukawa interaction, we have
σ < Mπ/2. The quantity σ should obey both conditions. Performing the contour shift in
the second and third lines of eq. (3.14) as well, one sees that the finite-volume corrections
to Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) are suppressed by the factor e−σL.

3.2.2 Positive energies, q2
0 > 0

For q2
0 > 0, the Poisson formula can not be used. The infinite-volume limit of the quantity

Hℓm,ℓm(q0) in this case implies using the principal value prescription. Furthermore, from
unitarity one can straightforwardly conclude that

((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = ((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2⟨Gℓ

L(q0)⟩p.v.

+ i
q2ℓ+1

0
4π

(1 + F ℓ(q0))2

1 − iq0Rℓ
L(q0, q0; q2

0)/(4π)
, (3.21)

where
Fℓ(q0) = 1

qℓ
0

p.v.
∫ ∞

0

p2dp

2π2
pℓRℓ

L(p, q0; q2
0)

p2 − q2
0

. (3.22)

Here, Rℓ
L denotes the K-matrix for the scattering on the long-range potential. Furthermore,

since, by definition, Im ⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩p.v. = 0, with the use of eqs. (2.3) and (2.35) one obtains,

on the one hand,

Im ⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = q2ℓ+1

0
4π((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2

1
|fℓ(q0)|2 , (3.23)

and, on the other hand,

Im ⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = q2ℓ+1

0
4π((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2

(1 + F ℓ(q0))2

1 + q2
0R

ℓ
L(q0, q0; q2

0)/(4π)2

= q2ℓ+1
0

4π((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2

∣∣∣∣∣1 + 1
qℓ

0

∫ ∞

0

p2dp

2π2
pℓT ℓ

L(p, q0; q2
0)

p2 − q2
0 − iε

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.24)

Using now eq. (2.19) and performing the partial-wave expansion of the on-shell function
in analogy with eq. (A.2), we obtain:

ϕℓ(q0, r)
q0r

= jℓ(q0r) +
∫ ∞

0

p2dp

2π2
jℓ(pr)T ℓ

L(p, q0; q2
0)

p2 − q2
0 − iε

, (3.25)
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where ϕℓ(q0, r) is the on-shell wave function. Performing the limit r → 0 in this equa-
tion, we get:

lim
r→0

(2ℓ+ 1)!! ϕℓ(q0r)
(q0r)ℓ+1 = 1 + 1

qℓ
0

∫ ∞

0

p2dp

2π2
pℓT ℓ

L(p, q0; q2
0)

p2 − q2
0 − iε

. (3.26)

Finally, from eq. (2.46), one concludes that eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) are consistent. This
represents a nice check of our approach.

A consistent definition of the quantity Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) is given by

Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = (Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) −H∞
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0)) + δℓℓ′δmm′((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2⟨Gℓ

L(q0)⟩p.v. , (3.27)

where H∞
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) is defined by a counterpart of eq. (3.10), with sums replaced by integrals

with the principal-value prescription everywhere. Note also that, since the potential is
superregular, no ultraviolet divergences arise except in the free loop containing no potential
exchange. There, it can be handled, as usual, by using dimensional regularization and cancels
anyway in the difference of the finite-volume and the infinite-volume contributions.

Neglecting exponentially suppressed contributions from the long-range interactions, one
could reduce the calculation of the function Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) to the solution of the system of
linear equations in the angular-momentum basis. This equation has the following form:

Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = H0
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) +

∑
ℓm,ℓ′′m′′

H0
ℓm,ℓ′′m′′(q0)q2ℓ

0 R
ℓ′′
L (q0)Hℓ′′m′′,ℓ′m′(q0) . (3.28)

Here, Rℓ
L(q0) = 4π tan σℓ(q0)/q0 are the partial-wave on-shell K-matrices, corresponding

to the long-range potential, and

H0
ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) = 4π

L3

∑
k

Y ∗
ℓm(k)Yℓ′m′(k)

k2 − q2
0

. (3.29)

This quantity can be expressed through a linear combination of the Lüscher zeta-functions.
The quantity H∞

ℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) should be taken equal to zero in this case.
Note however that neglecting exponential corrections coming from the long-range potential

might be dangerous. This is seen, for example, from the fact that, below threshold, q2
0 < 0,

the quantity Rℓ
L(q0) develops the t-channel singularity that was mentioned earlier, whereas

the exact function Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) is of course regular there. The derivation of the modified
quantization condition, which was presented above, nicely demonstrates the origin of the
problem and a way to circumvent it. In fact, the problem is handmade and is not present
in eq. (3.11). It emerges first, when one tries to evaluate Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0) from eq. (3.28) and
continue analytically below threshold. All this is perfectly consistent with the discussion
in the recent paper [16].

3.3 Partial-wave mixing

Above threshold, the modified zeta-function is determined from eq. (3.28) or from the pertinent
equation in the plane-wave basis. Since VL is a long-range potential, it is expected that many
partial waves will contribute to this expression. However, this is not a problem, since VL is a
well-known function, with parameters that are determined very precisely elsewhere (e.g., the
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pion mass and the pion axial-vector coupling, in case of the one-pion exchange potential).
Hence, the solution of eq. (3.28) does not require a fit to lattice data. On the other hand, the
short-range interaction, encoded in the function KM

ℓ (q2
0), is determined from the fit. One

expects that the partial-wave mixing effect in the modified Lüscher equation is small, exactly
because of the short-range nature of these interactions.

3.4 Exponentially suppressed effects

Up to now, we have consistently dropped the exponentially suppressed effects. However, as
mentioned already in the introduction, these effects can turn relatively large, owing to the
small mass scale. In the case of, say, NN scattering, one may indirectly estimate the size of
the exponential effects, comparing the finite-volume spectra obtained in the plane-wave basis
with the solutions of the modified Lüscher equation with the same input. A simpler method to
estimate the size of the exponential effects is the comparison of the modified Lüscher functions
Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0), calculated in the plane-wave basis and in the angular-momentum basis. This
comparison does not involve any parameters that characterize the short-range interactions.

There is one place, however, where one already knows that the exponential effects are
important. We remind the reader that the energy levels, which lie on the t-channel cut, are
indeed observed in the NN system on the lattice [17]. Physical bound states cannot be present
there and, hence, the infinite-volume limit of the Lüscher equation does not predict a pole in
this region. The observed poles can only emerge because of the exponential contributions.

3.5 The case with the short-range potential only

The limit VL(r) → 0 is trivial. In this limit, the Jost function fL(q) = 1, σℓ(q) = 0, and
eq. (2.3) reduces to the familiar expression

KM
ℓ (q2) = q2ℓ+1 cot δℓ(q) . (3.30)

Furthermore, the modified Lüscher zeta-function Hℓm,ℓ′m′ reduces to the conventional one,
Zℓm,ℓ′m′ , and eq. (3.11) turns into the original Lüscher equation.

4 Comparison with the existing approaches

So far, several different frameworks (including the present one) have been proposed to treat
the finite-volume scattering in the presence of the long-range forces. All three approaches
have one thing in common — namely, they all treat the long-range part of the potential
explicitly, without trying to approximate it by a string of contact interactions (like in the
derivation of the ordinary Lüscher equation). After that point, the paths start to diverge.

In the recent paper [16] a modified two-body quantization condition has been derived
in the presence of both the long- and short-range forces. The authors present their central
result in two different forms. Namely, eq. (3.63) of that paper is written down in a plane
wave and angular-momentum basis. From this point of view, it bears strong resemblance
with the approach of ref. [14], however, with a conceptual difference. Namely, all short-range
interactions in ref. [16] are summed up and enter the quantization condition through an
auxiliary on-shell K-matrix K̄os. No particular parameterization of the on-shell K-matrix
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K̄os is specified. We note, however, that for any realistic application to lattice data involving
partial-wave mixing such a parameterization would be required. In contrast, the long- and
short-range interactions are treated on equal footing in ref. [14], and the short-range K-matrix
is implicitly parameterized in terms of the effective couplings appearing in the Hamiltonian.

Furthermore, in eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) of ref. [16] the authors recast their central result in
the angular-momentum basis. This result bears close analogy to our modified quantization
condition. For example, the quantity F T from their eq. (5.4) is similar to our modified
Lüscher function Hℓm,ℓ′m′(q0). The main difference, as already noted in the introduction,
is that the authors of ref. [16] propose a two-step procedure for the analysis of lattice data.
Namely, at the first step, an auxiliary matrix K̄os is determined from data. At the next step,
K̄os is substituted into the integral equation which is solved to obtain the physical K-matrix.
We propose to unite these two steps in one — in our approach, the auxiliary K-matrix is
related to the physical one at the same CM energy through a simple algebraic expression.

Last but not least, it has been recently proposed to solve the t-channel problem in the
two-body scattering by writing down three-body scattering equations [28]. In particular, the
t-channel cut that emerges close to threshold in DD∗ scattering (assuming a stable D∗) does
not show up in the three-body quantization condition for the DDπ system, even if the bound
state in the Dπ subsystem lies below the elastic threshold. The results seems surprising at a
first glance. Let us recall however that the three-body quantization condition is written down
in the space of spectator momenta. Hence, in case of the stable D∗ meson, this approach,
up to the exponentially suppressed contributions should be algebraically equivalent to the
plane-wave solution proposed in refs. [14, 18, 19]. Note however that, in difference to the latter,
the approach of ref. [28] allows for a smooth transition to the case of an unstable D∗ meson.4

To summarize, the difference between the existing approaches mainly boils down to
the following two points:

1. Technical convenience. The quantization condition can be written down in the plane-
wave basis as well as in the angular-momentum basis. Given modern computing
capacities, the difference between these two representations is not a decisive factor
anymore. Despite this, we still prefer a more compact representation in the angular-
momentum basis, which reduces to a single algebraic equation if the partial-wave mixing
for the short-range interactions can be neglected. The same statement applies to relating
physical observables to quantities extracted from the fit to lattice data. For example, in
order to relate K̄os to the physical K-matrix, integral equations need to be solved [16],
whereas the corresponding link in our approach is given by a simple algebraic relation.

2. The choice of quantities extracted from lattice data. This is a more subtle issue. In
an idealized world with single-channel scattering and no partial-wave mixing, the
Lüscher equation just gives the scattering phase in terms of the level energy. In realistic
situations, however, one often needs a parameterization of the K-matrix in order to solve
the quantization condition. Without any doubt, the use of an effective Hamiltonian

4Note also that the calculation of the infinite-volume scattering amplitude in the region of the t-channel cut
has been carried out earlier in ref. [39]. In these calculations it was explicitly shown that the particle-dimer
amplitude develops the left-hand singularity. The method of ref. [28] essentially stems from this observation.
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provides such a parameterization within the range of applicability of this particular
EFT. In this case, the quantities that are extracted from data at first hand are the
couplings of the effective Hamiltonian. However, expressing the lattice energy levels
directly in terms of the physical K-matrix, in our opinion, renders the approach more
flexible: for example, one might use different EFTs (or expansions) in different energy
regions to cover a larger energy range.

5 Conclusions

i) In this paper, we have derived a modified Lüscher equation in the presence of both the
long-range and short-range interactions. The presence of the former leads to several
(interrelated) conceptual difficulties in the standard Lüscher equation. Namely,

– The partial-wave expansion may converge slowly, and hence there could be a
significant admixture of the higher partial waves in the Lüscher equation that
complicates the analysis of data.

– The long-range interactions lead to a t-channel cut in the scattering amplitude
that moves very close to the threshold, if the range of the interactions increases.
Using lattice energy levels that lie below the t-channel threshold in the Lüscher
equation is inconsistent.

– The exponentially suppressed contributions could be still significant for not so
large values of L.

Our approach which, loosely speaking, represents a re-formulation of the modified
effective-range expansion of ref. [32] in a finite volume, is capable to address all above
challenges.

ii) Several alternative approaches have appeared recently in the literature [14, 16, 28].
In our paper, a detailed comparison to these approaches is given. We argue that
our method is conceptually closest to the original Lüscher framework. It allows to
directly extract the scattering phase shift from the measured energy spectrum, if the
partial-wave mixing for the short-range interactions is negligible and if the parameters
of the long-range potential (i.e., the mass and the coupling of the pion) are known
accurately for a given lattice ensemble. Hence, it should be possible to analyze lattice
data analog to the original Lüscher approach once the modified Lüscher function is
available.

iii) The modified Lüscher function, which incorporates the long-range interaction, is a
central ingredient of our approach. In the present paper we consider the evaluation of
this function in great detail, paying particular attention to the issues of the ultraviolet
divergences and renormalization. Once this function, which does not depend on the
unknown parameters of the short-range force, is calculated and tabulated, the analysis
of data exactly follows the standard pattern. An explicit calculation of this function is
however a rather challenging enterprise and will be discussed in a separate publication.
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iv) Note that in this paper we deliberately ignored all issues related with the spin of
particles, moving frames, relativistic effects, etc. All this is inessential in the context of
the problems considered here and would only blur the discussion.

v) It remains to be seen, whether the Coulomb interaction can be treated consistently
in the same manner, and whether the results would add something substantial to the
findings of refs. [29–31]. Here, it should be also mentioned that, due to the removal
of the zero mode of the Coulomb field in case of periodic boundary conditions, the
resulting Lagrangian is not local anymore. This, in its turn, might cause problems in the
matching of the non-relativistic effective field theory, which is used for the derivation
of the Lüscher equation, to its relativistic counterpart (see, e.g., ref. [40]). In this
context, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of using different boundary
conditions. An alternative to this would be to use the formulation with massive protons,
see, e.g. [41].

vi) The major challenge consists in using the same method in the three-particle problem.
For instance, it remains to be seen, whether the long-range one-pion exchange force in
the three-nucleon system can be separated as neatly from the short-range interactions
as done in case of the nucleon-nucleon scattering.
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A Calculating the Green function

The Green function in the coordinate space can be expressed through the Møller operator

⟨r|GL(q2
0 + iε)|w⟩ =

∫
d3p

(2π)3 ⟨r|Ω(q2
0 + iε)|p⟩ e−ipw

p2 − q2
0 − iε

. (A.1)

In ref. [42], Fuda and Whiting defined the off-shell scattering wave function (cf. with eq. (2.19)):

⟨r|Ω(q2
0 + iε)|p⟩ = 4π

∑
ℓm

Yℓm(r̂)iℓϕℓ(q0, p, r)
pr

Y ∗
ℓm(p̂) . (A.2)
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This scattering wave function obeys the equation(
q2

0 + d2

dr2 − ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
r2 − VL(r)

)
ϕℓ(q0, p, r) = (q2

0 − p2)uℓ(pr) , (A.3)

where

uℓ(z) = zjℓ(z) , vℓ(z) = znℓ(z) , w
(±)
ℓ (z) = zh(±)(z) = −vℓ(z) ± iuℓ(z) (A.4)

are expressed through the spherical Bessel, Neumann and Hankel functions, respectively. The
familiar on-shell wave function is given by ϕℓ(p, r)

.= ϕℓ(p, p, r).
Using the expansion of the plane wave into spherical functions in eq. (A.1), we obtain

Gℓ
L(r, w; q2

0 + iε) = 4π
∫ ∞

0

p2dp

(2π)3
ϕℓ(q0, p, r)
prℓ+1

jℓ(pw)
wℓ

1
p2 − q2

0 − iε
. (A.5)

Performing the limit w → 0, one gets:

Gℓ
L(r, 0; q2

0 + iε) = 4π
(2ℓ+ 1)!!

(2i)ℓℓ!
(2ℓ+ 1)!

∫ ∞

0

pdp

(2π)3
D2ℓ+1ϕℓ(q0, p, r)
p2 − q2

0 − iε
, (A.6)

where
D2ℓ+1ϕℓ(q0, p, r)

.=
(−ip

2

)ℓ 1
ℓ!
d2ℓ+1

dr2ℓ+1 r
ℓϕℓ(q0, p, r) . (A.7)

Note that the same definition of the operator D2ℓ+1 is used, if ϕℓ is replaced by an arbitrary
function.

In order to perform the integral over p, we rewrite the wave function ϕℓ in terms of
the off-shell functions fℓ [42]:

ϕℓ(q0, p, r) = −πp2

(
q0
p

)ℓ fℓ(q0, p) − fℓ(q0,−p)
iπpfℓ(q0) e−iℓπ/2fℓ(q0, r)

+ 1
2i

(
e−iℓπ/2fℓ(q0, p, r) − eiℓπ/2fℓ(q0,−p, r)

)
, (A.8)

where fℓ(q0, r)
.= fℓ(q0, q0, r). Here, the function fℓ obeys the equation(

q2
0 + d2

dr2 − ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
r2 − VL(r)

)
fℓ(q0, p, r) = (q2

0 − p2)eiℓπ/2w
(+)
ℓ (pr) , (A.9)

and has the asymptotic normalization

fℓ(q0, p, r) ∼ eipr , as r → ∞ . (A.10)

The off-shell Jost functions are defined as

fℓ(q0, p) = pℓe−iℓπ/2(2ℓ+ 1)
(2ℓ+ 1)!! lim

r→0
rℓfℓ(q0, p, r) , (A.11)

and the usual Jost functions are obtained from the off-shell Jost functions according to
fℓ(q0) = fℓ(q0, q0).
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Substituting eq. (A.8) into eq. (A.6), it is seen that the integration can be extended
from −∞ to +∞, owing to the symmetry of the integrand:

Gℓ
L(r, 0; q2

0 + iε) = 1
(2ℓ+ 1)!!

(2i)ℓℓ!
(2ℓ+ 1)! 2πie−iℓπ/2

∫ ∞

−∞

pdp

(2π)3(p2 − q2
0 − iε)

×
(
fℓ(q0, p)
fℓ(q0) D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, r) −D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, p, r)

)
. (A.12)

Note that the factor (q0/p)ℓ has disappeared, since D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, r) contains the factor qℓ
0

instead of pℓ, cf. eq. (A.7).
In order to perform the integral by using Cauchy’s theorem, it is important to show

that the Jost solutions do not have singularities in the upper complex plane of the variable
p. To this end, we define the functions

gℓ(q0, p, r) = e−iℓπ/2(2ℓ+ 1)
(2ℓ+ 1)!! (pr)ℓfℓ(q0, p, r) ,

zℓ(pr) = (2ℓ+ 1)
(2ℓ+ 1)!! (pr)ℓw(+)(pr) . (A.13)

Using eq. (A.9) and the asymptotic condition, it can be shown that the function gℓ obeys
the following integral equation

gℓ(q0, p, r) = zℓ(pr) −
1
q0

∫ ∞

0
dwθ(w − r)

(
r

w

)ℓ

(uℓ(q0r)vℓ(q0w) − vℓ(q0r)uℓ(q0w))

× VL(w)gℓ(q0, p, w) . (A.14)

Solving this equation iteratively, one arrives at

gℓ(q0, p, r) = zℓ(pr) +
∫ ∞

0
dwKℓ(r, w; q0)zℓ(pw) . (A.15)

An exact form of the kernel Kℓ is not important. It suffices to know that the kernel does
not depend on p and vanishes at w < r. Furthermore, assuming r → 0, we get

fℓ(q0, p) = zℓ(0) +
∫ ∞

0
dwKℓ(0, w; q0)zℓ(pw) , zℓ(0) = (2ℓ+ 1)!

l!2ℓ(2ℓ+ 1)!! . (A.16)

Acting now with the operator D2ℓ+1 on eq. (A.15) and taking the limit r → 0, one gets:

lim
r→0

D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, p, r) = p2ℓ+1z̃ℓ(0) + pℓ
∫ ∞

0
dwK̃ℓ(0, w; q0)zℓ(pw) . (A.17)

Again, z̃ℓ, K̃ℓ are independent of p. Performing now Cauchy integrals, one gets:∫ ∞

−∞

pdp

2πi
fℓ(q0, p)

p2 − q2
0 − iε

= zℓ(0)
∫ ∞

−∞

pdp

2πi
1

p2 − q2
0 − iε

+ 1
2

∫ ∞

0
Kℓ(0, w; q0)zℓ(q0w)

= −1
2 zℓ(0) + 1

2 fℓ(q0) . (A.18)
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Here, one has used the fact that the integral, multiplying zℓ(0), vanishes in the symmetric
boundaries. Furthermore

lim
r→0

∫ ∞

−∞

pdp

2πi
D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, p, r)
p2 − q2

0 − iε

= z̃ℓ(0)
∫ ∞

−∞

pdp

2πi
p2ℓ+1

p2 − q2
0 − iε

+ qℓ
0
2

∫ ∞

0
dwK̃ℓ(0, w; q0)zℓ(q0w)

= z̃ℓ(0)
∫ ∞

−∞

dp(p2ℓ+2 − q2ℓ+2
0 )

p2 − q2
0 + iε

+ 1
2 lim

r→0
D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, r)

= z̃ℓ(0)Xℓ(q2
0) + 1

2 lim
r→0

D2ℓ+1fℓ(q0, r) . (A.19)

Here, Xℓ(q2
0) denotes a polynomial of order ℓ in the variable q2

0. The coefficients of this
polynomial are ultraviolet-divergent and can be regularized, e.g., introducing a momentum
cutoff on the integration momenta, |p| ≤ Λ.

Collecting all factors together, we obtain

⟨Gℓ
L(q0)⟩ = 1

4π ((2ℓ+ 1)!!)2 Mℓ(q0) + real polynomial in q2
0 , (A.20)

where Mℓ(q0) is given by eq. (2.4).
One more remark is in order. It should be pointed out that the final result crucially

depends on the validity of eqs. (A.18) and (A.19). Using Cauchy’s theorem straightforwardly
is not allowed, since the integrand does not vanish sufficiently fast at the infinity. The result
given above corresponds to the choice of symmetric boundary conditions −Λ ≤ p ≤ Λ and
Λ → ∞, which follows from extending the initial integration area by using the fact that
the integrand is even under the interchange p ↔ −p. The terms containing the potential
are vanishing exponentially on a large semicircle in the complex plane, and so Cauchy’s
theorem can be used there without further ado.

B Cancellation of the poles

Using eq. (2.17), it is straightforward to see that the full Green function G = G0 +G0TG0
can be espressed as

G(q2
0) = GL(q2

0) +GL(q2
0)TS(q2

0)GL(q2
0) . (B.1)

Our aim is to show that the poles of GL(q2
0) will cancel in G(q2

0). Note that our reasoning
will be valid both in a finite as well as in the infinite volume.

Owing to the spectral representation written down in eq. (3.1), in the vicinity of an
isolated pole at q2

0 = q2
n, the Green function GL has the following representation:

GL(q2
0) = |ψn⟩⟨ψn|

q2
n − q2

0
+ G̃L(q2

0) , (B.2)

where G̃L(q2
0) is regular at q2

0 = q2
n. Furthermore, defining the quantity

T̃S(q2
0) = VS + VSG̃L(q2

0)T̃S(q2
0) , (B.3)
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which is apparenly regular at q2
0 = q2

n, we obtain

TS(q2
0) = T̃S(q2

0) + T̃S(q2
0)|ψn⟩⟨ψn|T̃S(q2

0)
q2

n − q2
0 − ⟨ψn|T̃S(q2

0)|ψn⟩
. (B.4)

It is explicitly seen that this expression does not contain a pole at q2
0 = q2

n, if the matrix
element in the denominator does not accidentally vanish. Moreover, using eqs. (B.2) and (B.4)
in eq. (B.1), after a simple algebra one obtains:

G = G̃L + G̃LT̃SG̃L + (1 + G̃LT̃S)|ψn⟩⟨ψn|(T̃SG̃L + 1)
q2

n − q2
0 − ⟨ψn|T̃S(q2

0)|ψn⟩
. (B.5)

Again, the poles that emerge from GL, have canceled in the final result.
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